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language .I am a comic book collector. I’m not a hoarder, I’m not an
obsessive hoarder, but I do buy things with the intention of keeping
them for a long time. I’m not a one trick pony, but I am 100% comics
and comics related. I’m not a jaded comic collector either, but I will
tell you that I’ve been collecting for 20 years and that has taught me
to be wary of the business that comics have become. I’m also not a
guy who thinks he’s got it figured out. I’m an open book, but I’m also
pretty basic when it comes to my strategies. It’s not about the last
cool thing you bought or the last cool thing you read (although
obviously it helps), but it’s about the things you look to when you’re
finding the right stuff for your collection. This is one of those posts
where I’m going to try to dumb this stuff down to the level of a smart
guy like myself who doesn’t want to reinvent the wheel every time he
goes to a comic shop. 1. BE THE ULTIMATE MARKETER To be
successful in comics, you’ve got to figure out what you’re looking for
before you go anywhere. How do you know when you’ve found it? You
see the comics you like and you know you want it. Yes, on certain days
you will pick up things that you didn’t realize were comics, but by and
large you’re looking for things you want. How you evaluate these
things is more about your personality than anything. It’s human
psychology. People have different thinking processes and they don’t
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all think the same way. So your thinking process is going to be
unique. But here’s the thing, if you’re willing to explain yourself to the
owner and ask questions, they’ll get it and they can help you find the
stuff you want. 2. STUD
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